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 The occurrence of postembryonic neurogenesis in the vertebrate brain is 
now a widely accepted belief. Observations of adult neurogenesis have been 
made in multiple regions of the brain across numerous species. However, why 
some regions continue to make neurons while others do not is not completely 
clear. The functional significance of continual neurogenesis is also not well 
understood and remains a highly investigated topic. Determining why the brain 
continues to make new neurons under normal physiologic and pathophysiologic 
conditions will allow us to better understand how it functions overall. Additionally, 
a greater understanding of postembryonic neurogenesis will provide valuable 
therapeutic benefits to human life in terms of treating brain injury and 
neurodegenerative disease.     
One of the more recently identified regions to undergo continual 
neurogenesis is the hypothalamus—the homeostatic control center of the brain. It 
responds to both physiological and external environmental cues in order to 
regulate conditions in the body, such as body temperature, heart rate, 
sleep/wake cycles, and energy balance. Previous studies in Dr. Richard Dorsky’s 
lab identified a population of neural precursors that express dlx transcription 
factors and continue to generate new neurons throughout adulthood in the 
hypothalamus of zebrafish. When I began my studies in this lab, I wanted to 
	  	   iv	  
understand the functional significance of continual neurogenesis of this cell 
population. In this dissertation, I present findings that further our understanding of 
the factors regulating postembryonic neurogenesis of these neural precursors 
and the functional role these cells play. I developed reagents that aided in 
determining that the dlx+ cells were regulated by Wnt signaling. I also developed 
reagents that lead to the identification and characterization of a neurogenic radial 
glia-like population of cells, called tanycytes, residing in the caudal 
hypothalamus, which our lab went on to show was a stem cell population capable 
of giving rise to many cell types postembryonically. Furthermore, I determined 
that the dlx+ neural precursors generated tyrosine hydroxylase 2 (th2)-positive 
dopaminergic neurons that modulate swimming behavior. Finally, I went on to 
show that these th2+ neurons are capable of functional recovery. This discovery 
has potential therapeutic significance in future studies of neurodegenerative 
disease, such as Parkinson’s disease. Overall, my investigations have lead to 
significant advances in our understanding of postembryonic neurogenesis.  
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It was a long-held belief that the vertebrate brain was incapable of 
producing new neurons postembryonically. However, with advances in both 
labeling and imaging techniques, this argument has been put to rest and it is now 
well accepted that several regions of the vertebrate brain are capable of 
continually making neurons. The questions now become: what areas of the brain 
are capable of postembryonic neurogenesis and why?  
 
Continual neurogenesis in the vertebrate brain: a brief overview 	  
Neurogenesis is a highly intricate process in which multipotent stem cells 
transition to become mature neurons. During vertebrate embryogenesis, it is no 
surprise that neurogenesis is rapid and widespread as the brain develops. 
However, the rate of proliferation quickly decreases and is restricted to certain 
regions of the brain, which are capable of continual neurogenesis following 
development and throughout life (Chapouton et al., 2007; Gould, 2007). There 
has been a long vetting process for each new region claimed to be neurogenic, 
and since the first discovery of the adult brain’s neurogenic potential in the 
1960s, the field has been heavily contested. The first regions identified as 
capable of continual neurogenesis were the hippocampus, olfactory bulb, and 
neocortex (Gould, 2007). However, due to the poor reproducibility of these 
findings, they were generally ignored. This all began to change with advances in 
imaging techniques (such as confocal microscopy) and the development of more 
sophisticated labeling for dividing cells (such as PCNA, BrdU and related 
thymidine analogs, and transgenics to label immature and mature neurons). 
Now, it is well accepted that the dentate gyrus of the hippocampus and 
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subventricular zone (SVZ) and rostral migratory stream (RMS), which feeds new 
neurons to the olfactory bulb, are bona fide sites of continual neurogenesis. 
These areas are now the most extensively studied and well-documented regions 
of postembryonic neurogenesis in part because they have the highest levels of 
proliferation in the brain, which probably enabled their identification as 
neurogenic regions in the first place. Now, thanks to new advances that have 
taken place in the field, many other regions of the brain have been identified as 
neurogenic niches, such as the amygdala (Bernier et al., 2002), striatum (Dayer 
et al., 2005), substantia nigra (Zhao et al., 2003), piriform cortex (Yuan et al., 
2014), neocortex (Gould, 1999), and as I will discuss in greater detail, the 
hypothalamus (Fowler et al., 2005; Fowler, 2002; Huang, 1998; Kokoeva, 2005; 
Lee et al., 2012; Pierce and Xu, 2010; Xu et al., 2005). 
Currently, it remains unknown why the entire vertebrate brain is unable to 
produce new neurons throughout life and why some areas proliferate at higher 
levels than others. However, a question that has been emerging is whether 
production of new neurons is a necessary process for the proper function of a 
given structure.  
 
Functional significance of continual neurogenesis 	  
Many studies have been performed to determine why specific regions of 
the vertebrate brain are capable of generating new neurons following 
embryogenesis. Many studies in the hippocampus and olfactory bulb show that 
continual neurogenesis is responsive to many different types of cues, which I will 
discuss in the following sections.  
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Function in the hippocampus 
Numerous studies on the mammalian hippocampus have revealed that 
new neurons are necessary for both learning and memory tasks (Cameron and 
Glover, 2015; Deng et al., 2010; Gould et al., 1999b; Welberg, 2014). In addition, 
it has been shown that the amount of neurogenesis can be regulated by factors 
such as stress (Gould and Tanapat, 1999; Mahar et al., 2014), exercise 
(Speisman et al., 2013a), the environment (Speisman et al., 2013b), aging (F.H., 
2005), and learning (Dranovsky et al., 2011; Gould et al., 1999a). In summary, 
extensive work shows that the hippocampus alters the rate of neurogenesis in 
response to multiple cues and this appears necessary for proper functional 
output. 
 
Function in the olfactory bulb 	  
In the olfactory bulb, it is less clear why neurogenesis occurs at such a 
high rate in the adult, but there are many theories emerging. This is confounded 
by the fact that while the rate of neurogenesis is far greater than in the 
hippocampus, the olfactory bulb never gets larger in size (Biebl, 2000; Petreanu, 
2002). It is possible that neuronal cell death and birth occur at a continual rate, 
and therefore, the new neurons are necessary for reorganization and/or 
maintaining a homeostatic level of neurons (Imayoshi et al., 2008). In addition, 
evidence indicates that new neurons will not completely integrate into the circuit, 
but rather die off, unless provided the appropriate sensory input (Baker, 2001; 
Petreanu, 2002). This observation has led to the proposal that neurogenesis in 
the olfactory bulb not only allows the maintenance of the tissue but also is used 
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for specific functions like novel odorant detection (Gheusi, 2000). Much like the 
hippocampus, neurogenesis in the olfactory bulb can be affected by 
environmental conditions like odor-associated learning and memory tasks 
(Alonso et al., 2006), and odor and pheromone detection (Mak et al., 2007; 
Rochefort, 2002) This suggests that homeostatic maintenance may not be the 
sole reason for continued neurogenesis.     
Studies on the hippocampus and olfactory bulb show us that 
postembryonic neurogenesis is necessary for numerous processes and is highly 
regulated. These structures respond to many cues intrinsically and extrinsically, 
from morphogen and neurotransmitter signaling to changes in physiologic state 
or the external environment. More recently, the hypothalamus was identified as a 
region of the vertebrate brain that undergoes postembryonic neurogenesis. In 
hindsight, this should not be surprising as the hypothalamus is also a structure of 
the brain that is necessary for quickly responding to the internal and external 
environments and subsequently signaling to regulate homeostatic conditions in 
the body (see below). Our lab and others have shown that the hypothalamus of 
zebrafish exhibits high levels of proliferation throughout life (Lee et al., 2006; 
Wang et al., 2012). The questions I sought to answer were: what kinds of cells 
are being continually generated and what is the function of postembryonic 
neurogenesis that we see in the zebrafish hypothalamus? Also, given that the 
hippocampus and olfactory bulb exhibit similarities and differences in the 
regulation of neurogenesis, I wanted to know: what modes of regulation are 
necessary for continual proliferation in the hypothalamus? 
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What is the hypothalamus?  
The hypothalamus is one of the most ancient regions of the vertebrate 
brain. In mammals, it occupies a very small region of the ventral diencephalon. In 
humans, for example, it makes up only about 0.3% of the total brain volume 
(Hofman, 1992). However, in the zebrafish, it appears to occupy a much larger 
percentage of the brain. Zebrafish do not possess a cortex or many of the 
subcortical structures seen in mammals, such as the hippocampus, basal 
ganglia, and amygdala. It is unclear but an intriguing question as to whether their 
larger hypothalamus is a result of increased function that has evolutionarily been 
promoted to highly specialized brain structures in “higher vertebrates.”  
Much of the function of the hypothalamus has been deduced in the 
mammalian brain. The hypothalamus is responsible for regulating all of the 
homeostatic conditions throughout the body by linking the nervous system with 
the endocrine system. To do so, it constantly responds to intrinsic and extrinsic 
cues and then signals with neurotransmitters and releasing hormones to the 
pituitary, which subsequently releases hormones into the blood stream that 
regulate or modulate physiological parameters, such as a change in heart rate, 
body temperature, circadian rhythms, or energy metabolism.  
In order for the hypothalamus to be able to regulate so many complex 
processes, it is divided into several cellular and molecularly distinct nuclei, 
several of which I will discuss further below. Each nucleus is specialized and 
responsible for regulating just a subset of homeostatic conditions. For simplicity 
purposes, a nucleus’ function is generally referred to in broad strokes; however, it 
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is important to note that there are connections between different nuclei, and 
projections to other areas of the brain besides the pituitary. Therefore, which 
process a given nucleus is involved in is not so clearly defined.  
 
The hypothalamus is a novel neurogenic niche 	  
Much like in the hippocampus and olfactory bulb, neurogenesis in the 
mammalian hypothalamus was dismissed for a long time. Furthermore, even 
after the hippocampus and olfactory bulb began to be accepted as true 
neurogenic niches, the hypothalamus remained viewed as incapable of 
postembryonic neurogenesis. It is apparent now that this was due to the lower 
levels of neurogenesis in the hypothalamus. Just as with the hippocampus and 
olfactory bulb, optimization and sophistication of labeling techniques revealed 
that the hypothalamus was in fact neurogenic (Gould, 2007; Yuan, 2011). This 
observation has now been made across multiple species (Chapouton et al., 
2007), including primates and humans. Currently, continual neurogenesis in the 
mammalian hypothalamus appears to be restricted to the nuclei that line the 3rd 
ventricle and the paraventricular region (Cheng, 2013). However, it will be 
interesting to see whether more areas within the hypothalamus emerge as 
neurogenic as the field advances. My research on neurogenesis in the zebrafish 
aimed to determine what types of cells are being continually made in the caudal 
hypothalamus and for what purpose. 
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Function of hypothalamic neurogenesis 
  
Fewer studies investigating the roles of hypothalamic neurogenesis exist 
compared to the large literature on the hippocampus and olfactory bulb that has 
accumulated over the last 50-plus years. Regardless, many studies have linked 
postembryonic neurogenesis in the hypothalamus to behavioral and physiological 
changes, and some of the very first showed that not only did neurogenesis occur 
in multiple species, but that environmental cues also had an effect on the number 
of newly born cells. For instance, it was found that the photoperiod affected the 
number of newly born neurons in the golden hamster (Huang, 1998). Studies in 
the prairie vole identified low levels of neurogenesis in the hypothalamus that 
was affected by social environment versus isolation (Fowler, 2002). Furthermore, 
a later study by this group found that both prairie and meadow voles varied rates 
of neurogenesis in response to estrogen manipulation (Fowler et al., 2005).  
The ventricular zones where neurogenesis is found have long been 
considered as the main feeding regulatory centers within the hypothalamus – 
namely, the arcuate nucleus, ventromedial nucleus, and lateral nucleus. Hence, 
many of the pioneering researchers began with the hypothesis that continual 
neurogenesis was involved in feeding behavior and energy metabolism, which 
proved to be true (Sousa-Ferreira et al., 2014). One early study showed that 
injecting the neurotrophic factor CNTF into the 3rd ventricle of mice resulted in 
increased cell proliferation (Kokoeva, 2005). Additionally, this study reported that 
this increase led to reduced feeding and body weight. Conversely, blocking 
proliferation by injecting AraC into the 3rd ventricle resulted in increased feeding 
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and body weight. Another study showed that blocking proliferation specifically in 
the median eminence led to changes in metabolism (Lee et al., 2012). These 
studies linked hypothalamic cell proliferation, though not necessarily 
neurogenesis, with physiological changes in the body.  
Agouti-related protein (AgRP) and proopiomelanocortin (POMC) neurons 
are two well-studied neuronal populations that influence feeding and energy 
balance. They reside in the arcuate nucleus, which straddles the 3rd ventricle and 
are known to have opposing roles to one another in feeding and metabolism. 
AgRP neurons are orexigenic (promote feeding), whereas POMC neurons are 
anorexigenic (promote satiety). When AgRP neurons are acutely ablated, it leads 
to a major reduction in feeding and body weight. Interestingly, one study showed 
that inducing progressive neurodegeneration of AgRP neurons in the arcuate 
nucleus led to an increase in proliferation of cells that took on an AgRP and 
POMC identity (Pierce and Xu, 2010). This provided evidence that the 
hypothalamus could selectively make new neurons. The authors further showed 
that newborn neurons could regain functionality, and that blocking proliferation 
prevented restoration of normal feeding and body weight. This observation 
indicates that one function of hypothalamic neurogenesis may be to respond to 
injury and degeneration. Shortly after these results, another study showed that 
transplanting immature wild-type hypothalamic neurons into db/db mice rescued 
their obesity phenotype (Czupryn et al., 2011). Moreover, a high fat diet can 
induce neurodegeneration in the hypothalamus through IKKβ/NF-κB activation 
which leads to obesity and pre-diabetes (Li et al., 2012). Conversely, inhibition of 
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IKKβ/NF-κB leads to increased neurogenesis in the hypothalamus. These 
studies demonstrate that the hypothalamus is capable of neurogenesis, 
permissive to functional integration of newborn neurons, and that neurogenesis is 
necessary for proper functioning of the feeding circuitry. What remains unclear is 
whether the continually proliferating cells in the zebrafish caudal hypothalamus, 
which appears analogous to the 3rd ventricle and paraventricular region, are also 
necessary for feeding and metabolism regulation or any other processes.  
 
Neurogenesis in the zebrafish hypothalamus 	  
 We are currently using zebrafish as a model to study hypothalamic 
neurogenesis. The main advantage is that the zebrafish displays much higher 
levels of postembryonic neurogenesis compared to mammals, and therefore, 
they may provide new information as to what makes the mature brain permissive 
to continual neurogenesis. Also, despite differences in relative size and 
organization, their hypothalamus is quite similar molecularly and cellularly to 
mammals. Postembryonic neurogenesis also appears highly concentrated 
around the 3rd ventricle and paraventricular organ just as it has been observed in 
mammals (Chapouton et al., 2007; Marz et al., 2010). Zebrafish are born 
externally and are amenable to genetic manipulation by injecting DNA and RNA 
at the one-cell stage. They also develop rapidly allowing studies of 
postembryonic neurogenesis within 5 days of birth. Zebrafish are small and their 
brains remain optically clear enough for us to image the entire intact 
hypothalamus up to 4 weeks post-fertilization. These attributes make zebrafish a 
strong model for studying postembryonic hypothalamic neurogenesis. 
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 Before discussing neurogenesis in the zebrafish hypothalamus, it is 
important to note that much research has first been performed to characterize 
adult neural stem cells in the zebrafish brain. This mainly grew out of a necessity 
to answer important questions arising from the differences in biology between 
zebrafish and mammals, namely that fish can grow for its entire life and that it 
possesses an amazing regenerative capacity. This includes the brain, which has 
been shown to undergo a proliferative response after injury (Kizil et al., 2012; 
Kroehne et al., 2011). These properties led to the important question whether 
postembryonic neurogenesis in zebrafish was really adult neurogenesis like that 
seen in mammals, or was merely attributed to growth and regeneration. Several 
groups have now shown that like mammals during postembryonic neurogenesis, 
the zebrafish recapitulates many mechanisms from embryogenesis during 
postembryonic neurogenesis (Chapouton et al., 2007; Kizil et al., 2012). 
However, processes unique from embryonic neurogenesis have also been 
reported (Marz et al., 2010). Another study showed that neural stem cells in the 
adult zebrafish brain transition from a fast to a slow proliferation mode 
(Chapouton et al., 2006; Rothenaigner et al., 2011). These data suggest a 
transition in states of neurogenesis in the postembryonic fish that sets it apart 
from embryogenesis and suggests an alternative function.  
What can this tell us about continual neurogenesis in the zebrafish 
hypothalamus? In studies looking at the whole brain, it was observed that the 
adult hypothalamus in zebrafish maintains very high levels of neurogenesis 
(Adolf et al., 2006). While the majority of studies characterizing the different 
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mechanisms of embryonic versus adult neurogenesis have focused on the 
telencephalon, some have looked at multiple areas of the brain (Chapouton et 
al., 2011). The hypothalamus was found to exhibit the same transitions in 
neurogenesis states as the ones observed in the telencephalon. However, which 
cells undergo postembryonic neurogenesis and what function this serves was still 
unclear when I began my thesis. I have made several findings addressing these 
questions in Chapter 4. 
 
dlx genes mark a GABAergic and dopaminergic neural precursor  
 
population in the hypothalamus 
  
 dlx genes are a family of transcription factors expressed in neural 
precursors throughout the mammalian brain and are necessary for producing 
GABAergic and tyrosine hydroxylase (TH)-positive neurons (Brill et al., 2008; 
Stühmer, 2002; Wang et al., 2010). These genes have also been identified in 
neural precursors undergoing adult neurogenesis. In the mouse olfactory bulb, 
the dlx genes are expressed in the neural precursors of the rostral migratory 
stream that differentiate into new GABAergic and TH-positive neurons (Brill et al., 
2008). Also, the mouse hypothalamus was shown to express dlx genes during 
embryogenesis in a population of cells in the arcuate nucleus that also make 
GABAergic and TH-positive neurons (Yee et al., 2009). What remains unclear is 
whether this molecular program also exists postnatally. Previous studies by 
graduate students Ji Eun Lee and Xu Wang in our lab have investigated a similar 
population of cells in the paraventricular organ of zebrafish hypothalamus, a 
region with molecular similarities to the arcuate, ventromedial, and lateral nuclei 
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of the mammalian hypothalamus. First, Ji Eun showed that dlx genes are also 
expressed in the zebrafish hypothalamus (Lee et al., 2006). Xu’s ensuing study 
(Wang et al., 2012) to which I contributed (Chapter 2) used dlx5/6 transgenes to 
show that GABAergic neurons, but surprisingly not TH neurons, arise from this 
lineage. We further showed that a dlx5/6 transgene was continually expressed in 
the hypothalamus throughout life, suggesting that neural precursors were present 
and neurogenesis was ongoing in this region. Considering that cells expressing 
Dlx give rise to TH neurons in the mouse but apparently not in fish, it was unclear 
whether these cells similar to those found in the mouse brain. One unique feature 
in all nonmammalian brains is that they possess two TH genes (th1 and th2), and 
not one like in mammals (Ren et al., 2013; Yamamoto et al., 2010). A th2 probe 
showed expression by RNA in situ hybridization in paraventricular organ. 
However, this technique never provided enough cellular resolution to determine 
whether there were distinct th1 and th2 populations and whether there was 
coexpression with our dlx5/6 transgenes.  Two important advances have been 
made since the time of Xu Wang’s study. One group recently developed an 
antibody that recognizes both TH1 and TH2 proteins. Its use in combination with 
a TH1 antibody allowed the detection of two distinct populations in the zebrafish 
hypothalamus (Semenova, 2014). In addition, in Chapter 4, I present a study I 
performed in collaboration with Dr. Adam Douglass’ lab, who recently cloned the 
first th2 enhancer/promoter sequence. This provided us with, for the first time 
ever, genetic accessibility to these cells. We were able to show that the dlx5/6 
population developed into th2 neurons. Thus, our studies revealed for the first 
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time that the dlx5/6 cell population in the zebrafish hypothalamus gives rise to 
both GABAergic and tyrosine hydroxylase expressing cells, similar to the mouse 
hypothalamus. A previous study presented evidence that the th2 cells in the 
zebrafish hypothalamus may not actually be dopaminergic, but rather 
serotonergic (Ren et al., 2013). This, however, was based on the fact that TH2 
could make serotonin in vitro. My study answers this question once and for all, 
showing that in vivo, these cells are dopaminergic and not serotonergic.  
 
Role of dopamine in the hypothalamus 	  
 Our genetic accessibility to th2 neurons allowed us to investigate the 
function of these continually generated neurons. Dopamine signaling in the brain 
has been extensively studied for many years. Dopamine signaling is associated 
with numerous physiological and behavioral functions, including locomotion, 
learning, reward and motivation, mood, arousal, and cognition (Ikemoto et al., 
2015; Salamone and Correa, 2012; Schultz, 2007; Wise, 2004). Furthermore, 
defects in dopaminergic signaling are also associated with diseases like 
Parkinson’s, schizophrenia, and addiction. There are multiple structures in the 
vertebrate brain that contain dopamine-expressing neurons, which project from 
these centers toward numerous other brain regions (Beaulieu and Gainetdinov, 
2011). Furthermore, it has been shown that not all dopaminergic cells are 
molecularly the same (Bjorklund and Dunnett, 2007). Therefore, there is much 
diversity among dopaminergic neurons in the brain. No doubt this speaks to the 
many functions in which they are involved. My investigation of the function of 
continual neurogenesis led me to ask: what function do th2 neurons serve in the 
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zebrafish brain? One study suggested that dopaminergic neurons in the caudal 
hypothalamus are involved in modulating a cross modal startle response through 
the Mauthner neurons in zebrafish (Mu et al., 2012).  However, this study did not 
have genetic access to the th2 neurons and instead, they used targeted laser 
ablation of cells expressing VMAT, th2 morpholino knockdown, and dopamine 
pharmacology to deduce that dopaminergic cells were involved in modulating the 
startle response. While all together this study provided an intriguing argument, 
the findings implicating th2 neurons were still indirect. Indeed, dopamine agonists 
and antagonists applied to the Mauthner neurons implicate dopaminergic 
modulation of the startle response. However, VMAT labels several 
monoaminergic populations in the caudal hypothalamus and morpholino 
knockdown in zebrafish has been highly contested throughout the years due to 
knockdown efficacy, off target cell death, and a high incident of null mutant data 
not aligning with the morpholino data (Kok et al., 2015; Schulte-Merker and 
Stainier, 2014). Therefore, I took advantage of our new th2 enhancer/promoter to 
genetically ablate and optogenetically activate these neurons and directly test 
their function in vivo (Chapter 4). Here I present data that th2 cells derived from 
the dlx5/6 lineage are involved in modulating locomotor activity in the zebrafish.  
 The caudal hypothalamus where the dlx5/6 and th2 cells reside in 
zebrafish is similar in identity to the mammalian feeding circuit; therefore, I 
originally hypothesized that the function of these cells may be to regulate feeding 
and/or energy metabolism. As mentioned earlier, neurogenesis affects these 
outputs and vice versa. Therefore, I investigated whether feeding versus fasting 
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was capable of affecting the rate of neurogenesis in the hypothalamus. I present 
preliminary results in the Appendix suggesting that fasting alters the cell 
proliferation cycle in the hypothalamus. This initial work may provide inroads for 
future studies in the lab.   
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Introduction 
I am including this chapter because I made significant contributions to the 
work. When I began my project, my fellow lab member Xu Wang was in the midst 
of investigating the role of Wnt signaling in hypothalamic progenitor 
differentiation. I was going to investigate the identity and function of these cells 
and began developing reagents to do so. In my initial work, I developed 
transgenic zebrafish lines that also proved valuable to Xu’s study. First off, I 
made a DNA construct and transgenic line that drove mCherry expression in 
dlx5/6+ cells that Xu was able to use in many of his coexpression analyses (Fig. 
1, Fig. 4, Fig. S2, Fig. S3, and Table 1). I also characterized a Gal4 enhancer 
trap line from a screen conducted by Dr. Hideo Otsuna in Dr. Chi-Bin Chien’s lab. 
I was searching for lines that expressed in the hypothalamus and came across a 
candidate Et(Gal4VP16; myl7:gfp)zc1066a. By crossing this line to Tg(UAS-
E1b:nfsB-mCherry)jh17  to drive expression of mCherry and NTR, I determined 
that this double transgenic line labels radial glia-like cells called tanycytes. I also 
determined that Wnt responsive cells were Gal4+ (data not shown). I then 
assisted Xu in showing that Wnt signaling inhibits this cell population by crossing 
the double transgenic, Et(Gal4VP16; myl7:gfp)zc1066a; Tg(UAS-E1b:nfsB-
mCherry)jh17 to either hs:dkk (inhibits Wnt signaling) or hs:wnt8a (increases Wnt 
signaling) (Fig. 3, Fig. 4, Fig. S2). All this helped further our understanding of the 
processes regulating hypothalamic neurogenesis.  
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Introduction 
As I mentioned in the introduction to Chapter 2, I collaborated with Dr. 
Hideo Otsuna from Dr. Chi-Bin Chien’s lab (Neurobiology and Anatomy Dept.) in 
order to determine whether any of his Gal4 enhancer trap lines would prove 
useful in our study of hypothalamic neurogenesis. This did prove fruitful as I 
came across Et(Gal4VP16; myl7:gfp)zc1066a. This line drove expression in 
tanycytes, a radial glia-like population of cells, in the posterior recess. I was able 
to characterize, map, and demonstrate the use of their enhancer trap system 
(Fig. 5), which is why I include this study as Chapter 3. Briefly, in the 
characterization, I found that this line labeled a population of Wnt-responsive 
tanycytes. I mapped the insertion to the growth hormone 1 locus. Finally I 
performed NTR mediated ablations of this line at multiple dosages and time 
periods to determine its optimal range (data not shown in paper). The work I did 
helped demonstrate the usefulness of this Gal4/UAS system in their study. It also 
provided a valuable reagent that became the focus of Rob Duncan’s, a fellow 
graduate student in my lab, thesis research.  
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CONTINUOUS GENERATION OF DOPAMINERGIC NEURONS IN THE 
ZEBRAFISH HYPOTHALAMUS MEDIATES RECOVERY  




Postembryonic neurogenesis has been observed in several regions of the 
vertebrate brain, including the dentate gyrus and rostral migratory stream in 
mammals, and is required for normal behavior (Aimone et al., 2014; Gould, 2007; 
Imayoshi et al., 2008). Recently, the hypothalamus has also been shown to 
undergo continuous neurogenesis as a way to mediate energy balance (Bolborea 
and Dale, 2013; Cheng, 2013; Lee and Blackshaw, 2012; Li et al., 2012; Maia V. 
Kokoeva, 2005; Pierce and Xu, 2010; Sousa-Ferreira et al., 2014). As the 
hypothalamus regulates multiple functional outputs, it is likely that additional 
behaviors may be affected by postembryonic neurogenesis in this brain structure. 
Here, we have identified a progenitor population in the zebrafish hypothalamus 
that continuously generates neurons that express tyrosine hydroxylase 2 (th2). 
We develop and use novel transgenic tools to characterize the lineage of th2+ 
cells and demonstrate that they are dopaminergic. Through genetic ablation and 
optogenetic activation, we then show that th2+ neurons modulate the initiation of 
swimming behavior in zebrafish larvae. Finally, we find that the generation of new 
th2+ neurons following ablation correlates with restoration of normal behavior. 
This work thus identifies for the first time a population of dopaminergic neurons 
that regulates motor behavior and is capable of functional recovery.  
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Results and discussion 
 
th2+ neurons are dopaminergic and arise from dlx5/6- 
expressing precursors 
In the mammalian hypothalamus, the embryonic neural precursor lineage 
expressing Dlx genes produces dopaminergic neurons (Yee et al., 2009). From 
previous studies in our laboratory, we found that neural precursors expressing a 
dlx5/6 enhancer were continuously present in the zebrafish hypothalamus (Wang 
et al., 2012). However, we failed to observe expression of Tyrosine Hydroxylase 
(TH), a marker of dopaminergic neurons, in this lineage using available 
antibodies. Because zebrafish and other nonmammalian vertebrates express a 
second tyrosine hydroxylase gene, th2 (Yamamoto et al., 2010, 2011), we 
examined the expression of a transgenic reporter using 9.6 kb of th2 upstream 
regulatory sequence driving GFP-Aequorin (Fig. 4.1A). This construct was used 
to establish a stable transgenic zebrafish line [Tg(th2:GFP-Aequorin)zd201, 
hereafter referred to as th2:GFP, Fig. 4.1A,B], and double labeling with a th2 
mRNA probe showed extensive overlap with GFP throughout the hypothalamic 
posterior recess (Fig. 4.1C). Next, we crossed the th2:GFP reporter line to fish 
expressing a dlx5/6:mCherry reporter, which is expressed in neural precursors 
(Wang et al., 2012), and analyzed coexpression in the hypothalamic posterior 
recess at 7 dpf. We found that 83.9% +/- 3.9% (SEM, n=5 brains) of GFP+ cells 
also expressed mCherry protein that persisted through terminal differentiation 
(Fig. 4.1D), indicating that TH2+ neurons arise from this lineage. While a 
previous study concluded that th2+ cells are serotonergic (Ren et al., 2013), we 
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instead found that 92.8% +/- 6.9% (SEM, n=5 brains) of th2:GFP+ cells at 7 dpf 
were double labeled with a dopamine antibody (Fig. 4.1E). In contrast, only 5.4 
+/- 4.2% (SEM, n=5 brains) of th2:GFP+ cells were labeled with a serotonin 
antibody (Fig. 4.1F). In agreement with a recent analysis using a Th2 antibody 
(Semenova, 2014), we therefore conclude that th2+ cells are dopaminergic, and 
like other dopaminergic populations in mammals, are generated by Dlx+ neural 
precursors.   
 
th2+ cells are continuously generated throughout life 	  
Because we have previously shown that hypothalamic dlx5/6+ precursors 
are present through adult stages [12], we reasoned that th2+ cells arising from 
these precursors might also be generated postembryonically. To test this 
hypothesis, we administered 10 mM BrdU to th2:GFP transgenic larvae and 
adults for 24 hours, and following a chase period, we found newly born GFP+ 
cells at 9 days post-fertilization (dpf), 25 dpf, and 6 months post-fertilization (mpf) 
(Fig. 4.2A-C). Consistent with a higher rate of neurogenesis in younger animals, 
the BrdU labeling index was 10.4% with only 3 days of chase in early larvae (9 
dpf), 5.9% with 2 weeks of chase in late larvae (25 dpf), and 1.1% with 2 weeks 
of chase in adults (Fig. 4.2D). We observed a higher BrdU labeling index in the 
dlx5/6+ precursor population at all stages (data not shown), suggesting that the 
birth of th2+ neurons may be more tightly regulated, perhaps in response to 
environmental signals. Overall, our data indicate that zebrafish constantly 
generate dopaminergic neurons in the hypothalamus throughout their lifespan.   
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Ablation of th2+ neurons reduces swimming frequency 	  
While a function for hypothalamic th2+ neurons in the modulation of motor 
function has been previously suggested (Mu et al., 2012), a definitive behavioral 
analysis of this population has not been performed due to the lack of specific 
genetic tools. We therefore took a genetic approach to ablate th2+ cells and 
examine the resulting effects on behavior. We generated a th2:Gal4 transgenic 
line [Tg(th2:Gal-VP16)zd202] which was crossed to Tg(UAS-E1b:NTR-
mCherry)c264 fish (Otsuna et al., 2015) to drive Nitroreductase (NTR) expression 
in th2+ neurons (Fig. 4.3A, Fig. 4.4A, Fig. 4.5A) and enable chemical ablation 
(Curado et al., 2007; Curado et al., 2008). While the hypothalamic posterior 
recess of untreated brains had an average of 128.7 ± 20.6 mCherry+ cells 
(S.E.M., n=7 brains), after addition of 5 mM metronidazole (MTZ) to double 
transgenic embryos from 5-7 dpf, we observed a reduction to 18.1 ± 2.4 
cells/brain (S.E.M., n=10 brains), a decrease of 86% (Fig. 4.3A-B). The effects of 
ablation on spontaneous swimming were then measured in single 8 dpf larvae 
over a 10-minute recording period, during which the animals were allowed to 
move freely within a dish. Ablation of th2+ neurons significantly reduced both the 
bout frequency and total amount of time spent swimming, but not the amplitude 
of individual swimming bouts (Fig. 4.3C-E, Fig. 4.5C, Supplemental Movies 1-2, 
p=0.009 for swim frequency; p=0.020 for swim time by 2-way ANOVA). In 
contrast, treating nontransgenic siblings with MTZ (Fig. 4.3C-E), and ablation of 
hypothalamic radial glia using a separate transgenic line (Otsuna et al., 2015) 
(Fig. 4.5D-E), did not affect swimming behavior. Decreased frequency of 
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swimming was also observed following MTZ treatment of an independent 
transgenic line, expressing NTR-GFP directly under the control of the th2 
enhancer (Fig. 4.3F-I and Fig. 4.5B). Our data thus suggest that th2+ neurons 
regulate the initiation of movement. 
 
Activation of th2+ neurons drives swimming 
 
To test the sufficiency of th2+ neurons for the initiation of swimming, we 
expressed Channelrhodopsin-2 (ChR2) in these cells by crossing Tg(UAS:ChR2-
YFP)a144 (Lacoste et al., 2015) and Tg(th2:Gal-VP16)zd202 fish (Fig. 4.5E) 
Expression of the ChR2-YFP fusion protein specifically in posterior recess 
neurons allowed us to examine their axon trajectory and targets using whole-
brain confocal imaging (Fig. 4.3J; Supplemental Movie 3). We found that a 
majority of axons appear to terminate a short distance from the posterior recess, 
likely in the posterior tuberculum. This projection pattern differentiates the th2+ 
neurons from th1-expressing cells in the posterior recess, which primarily 
innervate local hypothalamic targets (Tay et al., 2011).  
Freely moving larvae in a dish were then stimulated with 5-second pulses 
of blue light delivered once per minute over a 10-minute period, causing 
activation of the cells as indicated by cfos expression (Fig. 4.5G). During the blue 
light pulse, larvae from ChR2+ crosses showed increased frequency of 
swimming compared to controls (Fig. 4.3K, Fig. 4.5H, Supplemental Movies 4-5). 
Automated tracking revealed that increased bout frequency during the stimulus 
resulted in a significant increase in the animal’s cumulative displacement 
compared to baseline (Fig. 4.5I-J). Together with the ablation experiments, these 
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data indicate that th2+ neurons may function either in the direct activation of 
motor behavior, or as suggested previously, in modulating the threshold of a 
motor response to sensory-evoked stimuli (Mu et al., 2012).  
 
th2+ neurons are restored after ablation 	  
Based on our observations that th2+ neurons are continuously generated,  
we hypothesized that the cell population may have the ability to recover following 
ablation. We therefore performed ablations from 5-7 dpf and behavioral analysis 
at 8 dpf as described above, then treated larvae with 10 mM BrdU for 2 days, 
and allowed them to recover for 2 weeks before receiving an acute treatment of 5 
mM MTZ or 0.5% DMSO. Following immunohistochemistry with mCherry and 
BrdU antibodies, ablated animals showed a striking recovery in the overall 
mCherry+ population (Fig. 4.4A,B,E). While these data do not allow us to 
distinguish true regeneration from the normal process of cell addition during the 
experiment, we observed a significant increase in the fraction of newly born 
mCherry+ cells compared to unablated controls, consistent with an injury 
response (Fig. 4.4F). The actual level of neurogenesis was likely even higher, 
due to the fact that progenitors becoming postmitotic before 8 dpf were not 
labeled with BrdU. Regardless, these data show that th2+ neurons are capable of 
recovery after injury, similar to dopaminergic neurons in the mammalian olfactory 
bulb (Schwob, 2002). Interestingly, those neurons arise from progenitors 
expressing a similar series of developmental transcription factors as we have 
observed in the zebrafish hypothalamus (Lee et al., 2006; Wang et al., 2012). 
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Replacement of th2 neurons results in recovery of swimming deficits 
  
Because adult-born th2+ cells extend both short radial processes into the 
ventricle and long projections (Fig. 4.2C), we hypothesized that cells born after 
ablation may be capable of re-integrating into existing circuits. We therefore 
tested whether th2+ cell replacement led to functional recovery of the swimming 
deficits resulting from their ablation. Following a 2-week recovery period, MTZ-
treated and control fish received another treatment with MTZ or DMSO (Fig. 
4.4A-E), and behavioral analysis was performed on groups of 3 larvae. Fish in 
which the th2+ neurons had been ablated at 7 dpf displayed swimming behavior 
indistinguishable from that of unablated siblings (p=0.60 for swim frequency; 
p=0.80 for swim time by 2-way ANOVA), while fish receiving an ablation at 25 dpf 
displayed a significant decrease in swimming bout frequency and time spent 
swimming (Fig. 4.4G-H, Fig. 4.6, p=0.034 for swim frequency; p=0.032 for swim 
time by 2-way ANOVA). Together, these data indicate a strong correlation 
between the replacement of th2+ cells and functional recovery of the behavior 
they regulate. While proof of functional integration into circuitry will require further 
analysis of physiological activity, our results are consistent with this possibility. 
 
Conclusions 	  
This study provides the first genetic analysis of the th2+ neuronal 
population in the zebrafish hypothalamus. We have shown that th2+ neurons are 
dopaminergic and arise from dlx5/6+ precursors, similar to dopaminergic neurons 
in the mammalian hypothalamus and olfactory bulb. In addition, we find that th2+ 
neurons regulate the frequency of spontaneous swimming, providing the first
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genetically validated link between these neurons and a behavioral function. Most 
intriguingly, our data indicate th2+ neurons are replaced within 2 weeks after 
ablation, coinciding with a recovery of normal swimming behavior. Together, our 
findings suggest that even in nonregenerative mammalian systems, replacement 
of dopaminergic neurons that modulate motor function after loss from disease or 
injury could potentially support the recovery of normal behavior 
 
Experimental procedures 	  
Use of zebrafish 
 
Larvae were raised in E3 medium at 28.5°C until 5-7 dpf at which point 
they were fed daily until analysis. Larval and adult brains were obtained by 
dissection from animals fixed in 4% paraformaldehyde + 5% sucrose in PBS. 
Ablations were performed by immersion in E3 media containing 5 mM MTZ in 
0.5% DMSO for 2 days in the dark. BrdU labeling of larvae was performed by 
immersion in E3 medium with 10 mM BrdU in the dark. Adult fish were injected 
interperitoneally with 10 mM BrdU in 110 mM NaCl. All procedures were 
approved by the IACUC committee at the University of Utah. 
 
Generation of transgenic lines 
 
For th2:GFP-Aequorin, th2:Gal4-VP16, and th2:ChR2-tRFP transgenes, a 
9.6 kb regulatory sequence flanking the 5’ end of the th2 open reading frame was 
cloned by gap repair recombineering 
(http://ncifrederick.cancer.gov/research/brb/recombineeringInformation.aspx) 
from BAC clone CH211-260P3 into a Gateway donor vector to make 
pENTR:th2(9.6kb). This vector was used for LR cloning into destination vectors 
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containing GFP-Aequorin, Gal4-VP16, or ChR2-tRFP coding sequence flanked 
by Tol2 transposon sites. The th2:NTR-EGFP transgene was generated by 
replacement of the ChR2-tRFP coding sequence with an NTR-eGFP coding 
sequence (Lambert et al., 2012) in the destination vector using restriction 
digestion and ligation.  
To generate stable transgenic lines for th2:GFP-Aequorin and th2:Gal4- 
VP16, 10-50 pg of DNA was injected into fertilized, single-cell zebrafish embryos 
along with 20-30 pg Tol2 mRNA to enable genomic integration. Founder animals 
were identified by outcrossing and screening progeny for fluorescence, or by 
PCR detection of the transgene. Individual lines were established after two 
successive generations of outcrossing to WT animals. Allele designations for 
stable lines are Tg(th2:GFP-Aequorin)zd201 and Tg(th2:Gal-VP16)zd202. 
 
In situ hybridization and immunohistochemistry 
  
In situ hybridization was performed as previously described in (Thisse and 
Thisse, 2008). Antisense probe for th2 was generated by PCR amplification 
using the primers below, followed by transcription with T7 RNA Polymerase. th2 
primers: 5’- CGGAGACAGCTTCGTGTT, 3’- GCTCATTAGAAAGGGCATA. cfos 
probe was made as previously described (von Trotha et al., 2014) 
Immunohistochemistry was performed as previously described in (Otsuna 
et al., 2015), with the addition of treatment with 2 N HCl for 30-60 minutes for 
BrdU detection. 
The following primary antibodies were used: Rabbit anti-DA (purchased 
from H.W.M. Steinbusch), Rabbit anti-5HT (Sigma, S5545), Mouse anti-GFP 
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(Invitrogen, A11120), Rabbit anti-GFP (Invitrogen, A11122), Chicken anti-GFP 
(Aves, GFP-1020), Rabbit anti-dsRed (Clontech, 632496), Mouse anti-BrdU 
(DSHB, G3G4-BrdU), Chicken anti-BrdU (Aves, CBDU-65A-Z) 
The following secondary antibodies were used: Goat anti-Mouse Alexa 
Fluor 448 (Invitrogen, A11001), Goat anti-Rabbit Alexa Fluor 488 (Invitrogen, 
A11008), Donkey anti-Chicken Alexa Fluor 488 (Jackson ImmunoResearch, 703-
545-155), Goat anti-Chicken Alexa Fluor 568 (Invitrogen, A11041), Goat anti-
Mouse Alexa Fluor 633 (Invitrogen, A21050), Goat anti-Chicken Alexa Fluor 633 
(Invitrogen, A21103), Goat anti-Mouse Alexa Fluor 647 (Invitrogen, A21235), 
Goat anti-Rabbit Alexa Fluor 647 ((Invitrogen, A21244), Goat anti-Chicken Alexa 




Whole larval brains were imaged ventrally through the entire 
hypothalamus, determined by the anatomy of the 3rd ventricle and posterior 
recess. Adult brains were bisected midsagittally and imaged laterally from the 
midsagittal surface. Images were collected on an Olympus FV1000 confocal 
microscope, an Olympus BX51WI compound fluorescence microscope, and an 
Olympus SZX16 fluorescence dissecting microscope. Image quantification was 
performed with ImageJ software, and images were processed for figures using 










All behavioral measurements were made on a custom-built apparatus in 
which the movements of free-swimming animals were monitored using a Pike 
CCD camera (Allied Vision Tech, Stadtroda, Germany) controlled by custom 
LabView software (National Instruments, Austin, TX). For optogenetics 
experiments, animals were stimulated with 470 nm light from a high-power LED 
at 0.6 mW/mm2, distributed uniformly across the arena with a condenser lens 
and photographic diffuser paper. Movement was analyzed online using a running 
frame subtraction, in which the maximal pixel intensity change in each difference 
image was computed and then saved. Frames in which the fish moved were 
apparent as transient spikes in this vector. Subsequent analysis in MATLAB 
identified swim bouts using a spike-finding algorithm and computed the amplitude 
and frequency of these events as a measure of locomotor activity. Automated 
tracking analyses were performed by applying custom MATLAB scripts to movies 
of the behavior acquired at 404 frames/s, then measuring each animal’s 





Single variable pairwise comparisons were analyzed using a Student t-
test. Multivariable datasets were analyzed using ANOVA, followed by Bonferroni 
Multiple Comparisons test to produce multiplicity-adjusted p values for pairwise 
comparisons. Significance was defined as a p value of 0.05 or smaller. Outliers 
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Figure 4.1: A th2:GFP transgene labels dopaminergic neurons derived from a 
dlx5/6+ precursor lineage. (A) Live zebrafish 7 dpf larva expressing th2:GFP with 
schematic of th2 enhancer/promoter region used for transgenes. (B) Ventral 
whole-mount view of th2:GFP expression in a dissected 7 dpf brain, box 
indicates area of posterior recess shown in (C-F). (C) Simultaneous in situ 
hybridization for th2 mRNA (left) and anti-GFP immunohistochemistry (middle) 
shows transcript expression in all th2:GFP+ cells (right). Ventral whole-mount 
view of a dissected 7 dpf brain is shown. (D) Co-expression analysis shows that 
most th2:GFP+ cells (green) express dlx5/6:mCherry (magenta), indicating their 
origin from dlx5/6+ precursors. (E) Co-expression analysis shows that most 
th2:GFP+ cells (green) express dopamine (magenta).  (F) Co-expression 
analysis shows that few th2:GFP+ cells (green) express serotonin (magenta). All 
images in (D-F) are ventral maximum intensity confocal Z-projections of the 
hypothalamic posterior recess from dissected 7 dpf brains. Individual and merged 
channels of boxed regions are shown in lower panels. Scale bar in (B) = 50µm, 




Figure 4.2: th2 + cells are continuously generated throughout life. (A) 5 dpf larvae 
were treated with BrdU for 24 hours and analyzed at 9 dpf. Numerous th2:GFP+ 
cells (green) are labeled with BrdU (magenta) in the hypothalamic posterior 
recess. Arrowheads indicate double-labeled cells. (B) 12 dpf larvae were treated 
with BrdU for 24 hours and analyzed at 25 dpf. th2:GFP+ cells (green) labeled 
with BrdU (magenta) can be found in medial regions of the hypothalamic 
posterior recess. Arrowheads indicate double-labeled cells. (C) 6 mpf fish were 
injected interperitoneally with BrdU and analyzed 2 weeks later. th2:GFP+ cells 
(green) labeled with BrdU (magenta) can be found in a midsagittal view of the 
hypothalamic posterior recess. Arrowheads indicate double-labeled cells. (D) 
Percent of BrdU+ cells in the th2:GFP+ population throughout the entire posterior 
recess. Error bars=SEM, n=5 brains. Images in (A-B) are ventral maximum 
intensity confocal Z-projections of the hypothalamic posterior recess. Images in 
(C) are maximum intensity confocal Z-projections from midsagittal views of the 
hypothalamic posterior recess. Individual and merged channels of boxed region 
are shown in lower panels. Scale bars=10µM. 
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Figure 4.3: th2+ cells modulate the initiation of swimming behavior. (A-B) 
Representative brains of 8 dpf th2:Gal4-VP16; UAS:NTR-mCherry larvae treated 
with 0.5% DMSO (A) or 5mM MTZ (B) from 5-7 dpf. (C-E) Effects of ablation on 
behavior in 8 dpf larvae as measured by swimming frequency, (C) time spent 
swimming (D), and swim amplitude (E) Error bars=SEM, n=6 larvae for each 
condition except NTR+ fish treated with MTZ, wherein n=5 due to exclusion of an 
outlier (p<0.01, Grubbs’ test). Two-way ANOVA indicates a significant interaction 
between genotype and treatment for swim initiations (p=0.009 for swim 
frequency; p=0.020 for swim time), but not for swim amplitude. Adjusted p values 
shown for pairwise comparisons are based on Bonferroni Multiple Comparison 
test. (F-G) Representative brains from 8 dpf th2:NTR-EGFP larvae treated with 
0.5% DMSO (F) or 5mM MTZ (G) from 5-7 dpf. (G-H) Effects of ablation on 
swimming behavior in 8 dpf larvae as measured by swimming frequency (H) and 
time spent swimming (I). Error bars=SEM, n=8 individual larvae for each 
condition. p values based on Student t-test. (J) Representative brain of th2:Gal4: 
UAS:ChR2-YFP larva, showing that most axons appear to terminate nearby in 
the posterior tuberculum. (K) Average swim bouts/sec before and during blue 
light pulse for individual larvae. Error bars=SEM, n=4 (wild-type), n=5 (ChR2). 
Two-way ANOVA demonstrates significant interaction between genotype and 
light exposure (p=0.0025). Adjusted p values shown for pairwise comparisons 
are based on Bonferroni Multiple Comparison test. Images in (A-B,F-G,J) are 






Figure 4.4: th2+ cells are replaced after ablation and mediate functional recovery 
of swimming behavior. (A-D) Representative brains from th2:Gal4-VP16; 
UAS:NTR-mCherry larvae that were treated with 0.5% DMSO or 5mM MTZ from 
5-7 dpf, followed by 10 mM BrdU from 8-10 dpf and allowed to recover for 2 
weeks (10-25 dpf) before acute treatments with 0.5% DMSO or 5mM MTZ. (E) 
Recovery of th2+ cells measured by total cell number. Analysis of the 4 groups 
by 2-way ANOVA indicates that the 25 dpf treatment has a significant effect on 
the number of th2:mCherry cells at 28 dpf (p=0.0001), while the 7 dpf treatment 
does not (p=0.082); nor is there a significant interaction between two successive 
treatments (p=0.20). Adjusted p values shown for pairwise comparisons are 
based on Bonferroni Multiple Comparison test. n=3 brains for larvae untreated at 
7 dpf, n=4 brains for larvae treated with MTZ at 7 dpf. (F) Percent labeled by 
BrdU at 8 dpf . Error bars=SEM, n=5 brains. p value based on Student t-test. (G-
H) Recovery of behavior 3 weeks after ablation as measured by swimming 
frequency (G) and time spent swimming (H), n=5 groups for each condition 
except n=4 for wild-type larvae treated with MTZ+DMSO after exclusion of an 
outlier (p<0.001, Grubbs’ test). Statistical analyses were performed separately for 
the wild-type and NTR+ larvae. Two-way ANOVA of wild-type larvae shows no 
significant effect of either the 7 dpf treatment (p=0.95 for swim frequency; p=0.89 
for swim time) or the 25 dpf treatment (p=0.13 for swim frequency; p=0.37 for 
swim time) at 28 dpf, and there is no significant interaction between the 
successive treatments (p=0.66 for swim frequency; p=0.76 for swim time). For 
NTR+ larvae, 2-way ANOVA indicates that the 7 dpf treatment does not affect 
swimming behavior at 28 dpf (p=0.60 for swim frequency; p=0.80 for swim time), 
while the 25 dpf treatment has a significant effect (p=0.034 for swim frequency; 
p=0.032 for swim time). There was no significant interaction between the 
successive treatments (p=0.55 for swim frequency; p=0.64 for swim time). 
Adjusted p values shown for pairwise comparisons are based on Bonferroni 
Multiple Comparison test. Images in (A-D) are ventral maximum intensity 






Figure 4.5: th2+ cells modulate the initiation of swimming behavior. (A-B) Live 7 
dpf larvae expressing th2:Gal4-VP16;UAS;NTR-mCherry (A) and th2:NTR-EGFP 
(B). (C) Representative behavioral plots of single 8 dpf larvae from same cohort 
analyzed in Figure 4.3. Each red arrowhead indicates a swim bout, defined as a 
superthreshold spike in the running frame subtraction trace, which is plotted as a 
black line. Y-axis indicates the maximum pixel displacement for each frame, in 
arbitrary units. (D-E) Effects of ablation of hypothalamic radial glia on behavior in 
8 dpf larvae. Larvae expressing Et(Gal4-VP16)zc1066a; UAS;NTR-mCherry were 
treated with 0.5% DMSO or 5mM MTZ from 5-7 dpf as described for th2+ cell 
ablations. Error bars=SEM, n=6 larvae for each condition. (F) Live 7 dpf larva 
expressing th2:Gal4-VP16;UAS;ChR2-YFP. (G) Expression of cfos in the 
posterior recess of 7 dpf larvae that were unstimulated, or stimulated for 30 
seconds with 470nm light once per minute for 10 minutes. (H) Raster plots and 
cumulative counts of swim bouts before, during (blue shading), and after light 
pulse summing all trials for one dish of 10 larvae quantified in Figure 4.3K. 
Histogram bins are 200 ms wide. All fish exhibited a visually mediated transient 
reduction in swimming at light offset. (I) Tracking analysis reveals that fish 
expressing ChR2 exhibit an increased cumulative displacement during the 3s of 
optogenetic stimulation versus the 3s baseline condition. Error bars=SEM, n=24 
control larvae, n=25 Chr2+ larvae. (J) Increased displacement reflects an 
increase in swim bout frequency. In the left panels, swim trajectories are color-
coded to indicate the baseline (red) and stimulus (blue) periods. Right panels 






Figure 4.6: th2+ cells are replaced after ablation and mediate functional recovery 
of swimming behavior. (A-D) Representative spike plots of a group of three 
juvenile fish from same cohort analyzed in Figure 4.4. Each red arrowhead 
indicates a swim bout, defined as a superthreshold spike in the running frame 
subtraction trace, which is plotted as a black line.
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Supplemental Movies 1 and 2: Representative movies of th2:Gal-VP16; UAS-
E1b:NTR-mCherry larvae treated with DMSO (Movie 1) or MTZ (Movie 2) from 5-
7 dpf, showing spontaneous and evoked swimming. 
 
Supplemental Movie 3: 3D confocal projection of the th2:Gal4: UAS:ChR2-YFP 
brain shown in Fig. 3J. 
 
Supplemental Movies 4 and 5: Representative movies of th2:GFP (Movie 4) and 
th2:Gal4-VP16;UAS:ChR2-YFP (Movie 5) larvae during blue light pulse. Blue 





CONCLUSIONS, SIGNIFICANCE, AND FUTURE DIRECTIONS 
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   In this dissertation, I have presented my contributions toward advancing 
the understanding of hypothalamic neurogenesis in the zebrafish. When I began 
this work, little was known about the identity and function of neural precursors in 
the zebrafish caudal hypothalamus. Through a variety of methods, I have 
answered these questions and improved upon our knowledge of this system.  
 
Analyzing neurogenesis in dlx5/6 neural precursors 	  
 One of the limits to studying neurogenesis in the zebrafish hypothalamus 
is a lack of tools to label and manipulate the proliferative cells. When I began my 
work, we did not have techniques to directly investigate the neural precursors in 
the hypothalamus. Therefore, I developed tools and optimized techniques for 
investigating these cells. The Tg(dlx5/6:mCherry)zd14 line that I designed and 
made proved to be very valuable in the study presented in Chapter 2. This line 
helped us to determine that dlx5/6-positive neural precursors were Wnt 
responsive. Both of our Wnt reporter lines expressed GFP, as did our dlx5/6 
reporter line. Therefore, we could not perform coexpression analysis.  
Tg(dlx5/6:mCherry)zd14 provided us with a way to accomplish this task. This line 
was a critical tool to further our understanding of postembryonic neurogenesis in 
the hypothalamus. However, this line is not simply a reporter line, it also has cell 
ablation capability. The full transgene is dlx5/6:loxP-mCherry-loxP-NTR, which in 
the presence of Cre recombinase will excise mCherry and allow for expression of 
Nitroreductase (NTR). This would enable us to specifically ablate immature 
neural precursors at any time point by the subsequent addition of metronidazole 
(MTZ). The goal here was to allow normal development to occur and then ablate 
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only newly born cells and ask what was the affect of arresting postembryonic 
neurogenesis in the hypothalamus. Unfortunately, we were unable to develop or 
find a Cre line that expressed specifically in the hypothalamus. However, Dave 
Hutchinson, in our lab, just recently cloned the Nkx2.1 promoter, which is 
specifically expressed in the hypothalamus. Therefore, development of 
Nkx2.1:Cre and Nkx2.1:CreERT transgenic lines and subsequent crossing to my 
Cre-responsive line will allow us to selectively ablate dlx5/6 neural precursors at 
any time point and ask whether continual neurogenesis is necessary for normal 
physiology and behavior.  
 
Analyzing a proliferative population of tanycytes in the hypothalamus 
   
I was able to identify and characterize a Gal4 enhancer trap line that drove 
expression in tanycytes in the posterior recess of the zebrafish hypothalamus 
(Et(Gal4VP16; myl7:gfp)zc1066a). Tanycytes are a proliferative, radial glia-like cell 
population. I initially believed that this line might prove useful for my investigation 
of dlx5/6 neural precursors. However, I determined that dlx5/6:GFP expression 
did not overlap with the Gal4 expression. However, my work on this line lent 
significant data to the studies in Chapters 2 and 3. In Chapter 2, I found that Gal4 
was expressed in Wnt-responsive cells early in development, but these cell 
populations diverged by postembryonic stages and few Wnt-responsive cells 
exhibited Gal4 expression. Though we did determine that this tanycyte 
population was regulated by Wnt signaling. We showed that Wnt pathway 




In Chapter 3, I used this line to display the utility of the tools developed in 
this enhancer trap study. This helped us show the power this screen has to find 
novel drivers that drive Gal4 expression in new cell populations. Also my work 
helped illustrate the ability to immediately manipulate these cells genetically by 
crossing them to transgenic lines that express UAS constructs that can drive 
expression of numerous genes of interest, such as the Nitroreductase (NTR) 
gene.  
In terms of future directions, this reagent has already proven useful in our 
labs investigations of hypothalamic neurogenesis. Rob Duncan, a fellow 
graduate student in our lab, has already performed an extensive investigation to 
further characterize these tanycytes and determine how Wnt signaling regulates 
their proliferation. In the future, it will be interesting to determine whether these 
cells respond to any other signals and how these signals are relayed to the cells. 
These cells also have short processes into the ventricle so it would be interesting 
to determine whether they are receiving cues from the cerebral spinal fluid (CSF) 
as well. Also considering this morphology, it would be interesting to determine 
whether they are capable of signaling to other cells and what physiology they 
might regulate. One method to address this question would be to cross the 
Et(Gal4VP16; myl7:gfp)zc1066a line to UAS transgenic lines that drive expression 
of neural activity reporters, like GCamP5, and determine what experimental 




Regenerative th2 cells are dopaminergic and modulate motor behavior 
 
The majority of my work has focused on determining the cellular identity 
and function of dlx5/6-expressing neural precursors. In Chapter 4, I present a 
study that I performed that definitively showed for the first time that tyrosine 
hydroxylase 2 (th2) cells are derived from the dlx5/6 lineage and are 
dopaminergic but not serotonergic. First, this answered a long-standing question 
in the field as to the molecular identity of the th2 neurons. It also provided 
evidence that these cells may be analogous to the Dlx lineage in the mammalian 
hypothalamus. Recall that in Chapter 2 we show that dlx5/6 cells are GABAergic; 
however, we had not observed Tyrosine Hydroxylase expression in these cells. 
Therefore, this is the first evidence that similar to mammals dlx5/6 cells in the 
zebrafish hypothalamus produce GABAergic and dopaminergic neurons.  
 I also showed that th2 cells were capable of being continually generated 
throughout adulthood. This was a significant finding because to our knowledge, 
there was no evidence of this in the hypothalamus of any species. Therefore, the 
zebrafish is a unique model organism for studying postembryonic neurogenesis 
in the hypothalamus.  
 My study also provides the first direct evidence that th2 neurons can 
regulate motor behavior. One previous study suggested that th2 neurons in the 
caudal hypothalamus project to the Mauthner neurons of the reticulospinal 
network to modulate a cross modal startle response (Mu et al., 2012). My 
findings show that ablation of th2 neurons results in a reduction in swimming 
frequency while optogenetic activation is sufficient to drive swimming. This fits 
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with the previous model of th2 neurons modulating the animal’s startle response 
to environmental cues, but also suggests th2 neurons may be capable of directly 
controlling locomotion. Future studies could possibly determine this by making 
use of genetically encoded calcium indicators (GECIs), such as GCaMP5 
(Akerboom et al., 2012). These GECIs allow for the detection of neuronal activity 
in vivo. The Douglass lab that collaborated on the study in Chapter 4 have been 
developing multiple transgenic lines that drive expression of GCaMP5 in single 
cell populations, like th2 neurons, as well as pan-neuronally. Adam Douglass’ lab 
is also developing methods to express and utilize genetically encoded voltage 
indicators, like Arch3 (Kralj et al., 2012).  In future studies utilizing these neuronal 
activity reporters in combination with the transgenic lines I developed to drive 
NTR and ChR2 in th2 neurons from Chapter 4, it is possible that we could further 
deduce how the th2 neurons modulate the locomotor circuit by ablating and 
activating these neurons and determining what changes take place in neuronal 
activity within the locomoter circuit. An additional strategy to further determine 
how th2 cells modulate behavior would be to express designer receptors 
exclusively activated by designer drugs (DREADD) receptors. DREADD 
receptors are synthetic G-protein coupled receptors that allow the experimenter 
to use pharmacologically inert compounds to activate or inactivate neuronal 
activity in a dose-dependent fashion (Dong, 2010; Rogan and Roth, 2011). Thus, 
this technology would allow us an additional level of control over the th2 neuron 
population and could allow us to determine subtleties in their signaling that may 
lead to further understanding of their role in behavior and physiology. 
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 As I mentioned above in the introduction, an intriguing idea is that the 
increased size and cell diversity observed in the zebrafish hypothalamus 
compared to that of “higher vertebrates” may be due to the fact that some of 
these cell populations are the evolutionary origin of highly specialized brain 
structures present in mammals. I report that a majority of th2 neurons send 
anterior projections that terminate nearby in the posterior tuberculum. In the 
mammalian brain, the ventral tegmental area (VTA) and substantia nigra (SN) 
are two dopamine-rich midbrain structures that also send anterior projections to 
the nucleus accumbens (NAc) and striatum, respectively, where they release 
dopamine in order to modulate many behaviors such as motivation and 
locomotion, respectively (Alcaro et al., 2007). These structures reside just caudal 
to the hypothalamus in the mammalian brain and do not appear to have 
homologues in the zebrafish brain. However, it has been suggested that 
dopaminergic neurons of the zebrafish diencephalic ascending system represent 
the VTA/SNc counterpart in zebrafish (Filippi et al., 2012). However, these 
diencephalic ascending dopaminergic neurons are described by their expression 
of the transcription factor otp, which does not overlap with th2 expression in the 
diencephalon. Therefore, the th2 population in the zebrafish hypothalamus does 
not appear to be neuroanatomically analogous to the VTA and SN but rather 
represents a separate population dopaminergic neurons that may have input into 
that circuit, perhaps to modulate stress or arousal responses. 
 Finally, my findings that th2 cells can recover after ablation and this 
restores normal swimming function has major significance. This work has been 
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important in establishing hypothalamic th2 cells as a bona fide model of 
postembryonic neurogenesis with regenerative capacity. More importantly, I have 
demonstrated for the first time that a population of dopaminergic cells can 
modulate locomotor function and are capable of functional recovery in the 
vertebrate brain. This could provide valuable inroads toward neurodegenerative 
research, such as Parkinson’s disease. Parkinson’s disease (PD) is 
characterized by a progressive deterioration of midbrain dopaminergic neuron 
function and subsequent cell death. Current PD treatments have shown some 
success in compensating for these losses by increasing systemic dopamine from 
the remaining cell population (Hickey and Stacy, 2011). However, no treatment 
has been found to arrest or prevent the progressive cell death and patients 
eventually succumb to the disease. Efforts to develop such treatments would 
benefit enormously from knowledge of any system in which dopaminergic 
neurons are known to exhibit postembryonic neurogenesis and regeneration. As I 
mentioned in the introduction in Chapter 1, many factors influence hypothalamic 
neurogenesis. Therefore, I believe that future studies into what regulates th2 
neuron proliferation could have great therapeutic relevance. For example, it 
would be useful to determine whether environmental cues affect the number of 
th2 cells, in the hypothalamus. By determining what cues initiate neurogenesis of 
th2 cells we could gain insight into what signaling pathways may be regulating 
this process. It is also possible that that neuronal activity of the th2 cells may 
affect proliferation. It has been reported that local neural activity can influence 
neural stem cell proliferation and differentiation (Malmersjo et al., 2013). Altered 
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neural activity in disease states can also affect the rates of neural stem cell 
proliferation (Nochi et al., 2013). Utilizing the genetically encoded neural activity 
reporters mentioned above could provide insight toward determining whether th2 
neuronal activity coincides with altered levels of proliferation in the 
hypothalamus. Further, use of DREADD receptors or optogenetic methods would 
allow us to selectively activate the th2 cells and ask whether chronic activation 
leads to altered levels of dopaminergic neuron proliferation in the hypothalamus. 
Determining what makes the zebrafish brain permissive to new dopamine neuron 
growth as well as how these cells signal within the brain to control movement 




 I believe that the work I present in this dissertation provides significant 
advances in our understanding of postembryonic hypothalamic neurogenesis. 
This work has shed new understanding on the factors regulating dlx5/6+ neural 
precursor differentiation in the hypothalamus. I report th2 neurons as a newly 
identified cell type arising from the dlx5/6 lineage. I show that these neurons are 
dopaminergic, continually generated throughout adulthood, control locomotion, 
and are capable of functional recovery. This, to our knowledge, is the first 
reported case of vertebrate dopaminergic neurons that control locomotion being 
capable of functional recovery. My work may also provide the framework toward 
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In the course of studying hypothalamic neurogenesis, I became interested 
in whether I could develop assays to investigate the relation between 
neurogenesis and behavior in adult zebrafish. I present some of these data in 
Chapters 2 and 5 of this dissertation. Specifically, in the study presented in 
Chapter 2, it was shown that dlx5/6:gfp expression colocalizes with BrdU labeling 
after a 15-day chase in the adult hypothalamus. Furthermore, in the study in 
Chapter 5, we show that th2:gfp expression also colocalizes with BrdU labeling 
after 15 days in the adult hypothalamus. In this appendix, I present a few more 
observations that I have made in the adult zebrafish hypothalamus. 
Unfortunately, our lab did not possess the proper equipment for further 
investigation of behavior at adult stages during the time of my studies and time 
and scope of further analysis was not feasible for my dissertation. However, I 
believe these findings may provide valuable insight for future studies in the lab, 
especially if collaboration with the Douglass lab continues, as they are now 
developing new techniques for behavioral analyses. 
 
Feeding and fasting affect cell proliferation in the hypothalamus 	  
 As mentioned in the Chapter 1 introduction, several studies in the mouse 
have determined that manipulating normal levels of neurogenesis affects feeding 
behavior and energy metabolism (Kokoeva, 2005; Lee et al., 2012) and 
conversely, diet can affect rates of proliferation in the hypothalamus (Li et al., 
2012). Considering that there are high rates of neurogenesis in the zebrafish 
hypothalamus that are analogous to the feeding centers in the mouse brain, I 
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was curious whether feeding and fasting paradigms could affect neurogenesis in 
the fish. Indeed, my preliminary results show that following BrdU treatment, 
fasting resulted in an increase in BrdU label-retaining cells in the hypothalamus 
compared to normally fed controls (Fig. A.1A). Conversely, if BrdU is 
administered following a fast, there is a decrease in the number of BrdU labeled 
cells, indicating a reduction in proliferation (Fig. A.1B). Taken together, these 
data suggest that there is either a transition to a slow cell cycle state or cell cycle 
exit in response to fasting. 
 Obviously, further analysis of this phenomenon is necessary. In future 
studies, a thorough time course should be established to determine how quickly 
this change in proliferation state occurs. To accomplish this, a multistep birth 
dating analysis (Llorens-Martin and Trejo, 2011) would be beneficial to 
definitively show that a transition has occurred in cell proliferation. Here, different 
thymidine analogs, like BrdU, EdU, CldU, and IdU, are pulsed at different time 
points, allowing one to separately label neurons born at different times. The 
identity of the cells that are affected by diet also needs to be determined. I 
thought it would be interesting to determine whether proliferation in response to 
fasting affects dlx5/6:gfp- and th2:gfp-expressing cells since these tools were 
available in the lab. I began a small pilot study where I pulsed adult transgenic 
fish with BrdU and then fed or fasted them at our zebrafish facility. Not all the 
brains have been processed yet. However, qualitatively, it appears that fasting 
increases BrdU labeling in dlx5/6+ cells compared to fed controls (Fig 2A), but 
the number of th2+ cells containing BrdU label does not appear to be altered 
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(Fig. 2B). This preliminary result is promising, though many experimental 
conditions and levels of quantification remain to be determined. This fits with the 
model that the cell cycle is affected by fasting because dlx5/6 is expressed in 
immature neural precursors whereas th2 is a marker of mature neurons. 
Alternatively, it is possible that th2 cells are not responsive to dietary conditions, 
and therefore, it would be prudent to test the affects on other mature neuronal 
populations in this region, such as GABA, serotonin, and histamine. It would also 
be interesting to determine whether different types of diet affect neurogenesis in 
a similar way, such as high-fat or low-calorie diets. Overall, I believe that these 
data merit further investigation into how diet can affect neurogenesis in the 
hypothalamus.  
 
th2+ cells can be ablated in adults just as in larvae 	  
 In Chapter 4, NTR-mediated ablation of th2+ cells utilizing Tg(th2:Gal-
VP16)zd202; Tg(UAS-E1b:NTR-mCherry)c264 transgenic fish was performed on 
larvae and juvenile fish and resulted in decreases in locomotion. I was curious 
whether it was possible to ablate the th2+ cells in adults and perform behavioral 
analyses as well. First, it was necessary to determine if bath application of MTZ 
was possible in the adult because, to our knowledge, no study has shown that it 
is possible to ablate neurons in the adult brain with this strategy. Indeed, I show 
that this is possible and at the same 5 mM dose I previously used in larvae and 
juveniles (Fig. A.3). In the future, it would also be good to do a dose response 
curve and quantify the efficiency of th2 cell death as we did with larvae in 
Chapter 4.  
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th2+ cell recovery is possible in adults 
 Though we were not set up to run adult behavior in our lab, I was still 
interested in determining whether th2+ cells could regenerate in the adult as I 
reported they did in larvae and juveniles in Chapter 4. In a pilot study, I treated 
Tg(th2:Gal-VP16)zd202; Tg(UAS-E1b:NTR-mCherry)c264 transgenic fish with either 
0.5% DMSO or 5 mM MTZ and allowed them to recover. I found that th2+ cells 
are capable regenerating in the adult as determined by the reemergence of 
mCherry expression to qualitatively similar levels as controls within 4 weeks, 
though the amount of mCherry expression was quite variable in both DMSO and 
MTZ groups (Fig. A.3); therefore, further analysis is necessary. I was also using 
these brains to determine whether whole mount ventral imaging is better for 
quantifying the th2 cell population in the posterior recess compared to mid-
sagittal imaging. This was not the case. Mid-sagittal imaging appears to be far 
better for resolving this cell population. The Tg(th2:NTR-eGFP) line that I 
developed (Chapter 4) may be more useful for this study as GFP expression in 
this line appears to display less variegation than the Tg(th2:Gal-VP16)zd202; 
Tg(UAS-E1b:NTR-mCherry)c264 transgenics. Despite these mixed results, I think 
that a more thorough study of regeneration in the adult is warranted. Perhaps 5 
mM MTZ is too strong of a treatment at adult stages given that in Chapter 4, I 
show that th2+ cells proliferate at a much lower rate. Therefore, they may not be 
able to recover from a complete ablation late in life. Partial ablations could be 
performed with lower doses and shorter pulses to determine if regeneration is 
more reliable under these conditions. Also, I used older fish for this study (1+ 
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years-old). Future studies could test multiple ages from early to late adulthood, 
for example 1, 3, 6, 9, and 12 months, to determine whether aging affects the 
ability of recovery.  
 
Summary 	  
 My hope is that the observations presented in this appendix provide the 
framework for future studies that further our understanding of postembryonic 
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Figure A.1: Fasting affects proliferation in adult zebrafish. (A-B) Representative 
mid-sagittal views of adult zebrafish brains. BrdU labeling is in magenta and 
nuclear staining is in blue. (A) Fish were pulsed with 10 mM BrdU by IP injection 
then fed or fasted for 12 days before sacrifice and immunohistochemistry for 
BrdU (magenta), and nuclei (blue).  (B) Fish were fed or fasted for 7 days then 
pulsed with 10 mM BrdU by IP injection 4 hours before sacrifice and 
immunohistochemistry for BrdU (magenta), and nuclei (blue). (shorter feed/fast 
period used to increase survival when IP injection performed). Dotted lines 





Figure A.2: Fasting increases BrdU labeling in dlx5/6+ cells, but not th2+ 
neurons. (A-B) Representative mid-sagittal views of adult zebrafish brains 
expressing dlx5/6:gfp (A) or th2:gfp (B). Fish were pulsed with 10 mM BrdU by IP 
injection then fed or fasted for 15 days before sacrifice and 
immunohistochemistry for GFP (green), BrdU (magenta), and nuclei (blue). 
Dotted lines indicate the ventricles. Red arrows indicate cells double positive for 







Figure A.3: NTR-mediated ablation of th2+ cells can be performed by bath 
application of MTZ. Representative mid-sagittal views of adult Tg(th2:Gal-
VP16)zd202; Tg(UAS-E1b:NTR-mCherry)c264 transgenic zebrafish brains treated 
with either 0.5% DMSO or 5 mM MTZ in fish system water for 2 days. MTZ 
treated brain exhibit far less mCherry+ cells. Dotted lines indicate the ventricle of 




Figure A.4: th2 regeneration is possible in adult zebrafish. Representative ventral 
views of adult Tg(th2:Gal-VP16)zd202; Tg(UAS-E1b:NTR-mCherry)c264 transgenic 
zebrafish brains treated with either 0.5% DMSO or 5 mM MTZ  in fish system 
water for 2 days then allowed to recover for 4 weeks (2 brains shown for each 
condition). Dotted lines indicate the ventricle of the posterior recess.  	  	  	  	  
